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“Rocco & his team truly are professionals.
Throughout the process of renovating my
property, they employed meticulous quality
control and alongside their team they realised
our design ideas and allowed us to achieve
them"

DIRECT PAINTING GROUP
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ABOUT DIRECT PAINTING GROUP
The Direct Painting Group began was founded more than 30 years ago. Since then
we’ve grown & expanded our client base to now regularly provide our professional
services to a range of residential & commercial clients. Despite our growth, we
remain true to our original goals & that’s to be the industry leaders you can trust to
deliver quality services at a reasonable price.
§

We deliver a first-class services.

§

Alongside our team we understand your design & time-frame needs to establish
the best possible service for you.

§

We have established a reputation for working with your specific time-frames to
ensure project completion.

Although over the years’ we’ve expanded our services, we still pride ourselves on
creating a completely personalised & unique service to all our clients. This includes
our free personal consultation service which ensures you get honest, professional
advice for your project.
It’s our primary aim to ensure that we deliver you a complete & comprehensive
service allowing us to help you craft & manage your property. Keeping this in
mind, alongside our team we are able to completely transform your property,
creating a completely tailored finish.
Our excellent time management skills and good practice project planning allow us
to accommodate the needs of all our clients, without ever letting anyone down.
Many of the clients we work with today are clients who we’ve worked with for
many years. In fact, we often find that our existing clients appreciate our work so
much that they recommend us to others.

CLIENTS INCLUDE:
Tate Britain
Royal Households

Citroen
Cappagh

Somerset House

TAI Holdings Ltd

Veeno Wine Bar

Pavehall PLC

Victoria Miro Gallery

Embassay of Warsaw

Wholefoods
Superrmarket
6
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CASE
STUDIES
A complete & comprehensive
Decorating service helping you
manage & craft your London
property.

TATE BRITAIN: SQUASH
EXHIBITION
Budget: £120K

REQUIREMENTS:
n Removal of existing tiles
n Creating boxes for exhibition
n Tiling boxes for exhibition
n Laying floor tiles for the exhibition

8
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REQUIRMENTS:
n Buffering of tiles when laid & grouted.
n A completion of all works within a 2 week period

in preparation for Anthea’s exhibition.
n Applying protective sheeting to all finished &

prepared boxes, in lead-up to the premiere of
Anthea’s ‘Squash’ exhibition.

WHAT DID TATE BRITAIN REQUIRE:
BEFORE

BEFORE

Tate Britain required the creation of a sea-like structure of
white porcelain tiles (over 7000+ white tiles) in order to
accurately depict Anthea Hamilton’s design idea for the
squash exhibition- which was first envisioned by Anthea
years prior when she was reading a book & became inspired
by a women laying among a vine to create the exhibition.

WHAT DID DIRECT PAINTING GROUP DO:
Direct Painting Group both managed & crafted the tiles and
boxes for the exhibition in 2 weeks, allowing the ‘Squash’ to be
fully erected in time for it’s premiere date.
To begin forming the exhibition’s design, all areas were
AFTER

BEFORE

measured, before applying latex to the area which required
tiling in order to ensure that we achieved a flawless
finish. The tiles our team used were donated to the Tate
Britain for Anthea’s exhibition. To complete the tiles
simplistic, yet intricate design, our tilers carried out precise
grouting and applied sealant to the tiles to complete this
extraordinary project. In forming the tiled boxes, a woodenstructure was used to erect the basic shape & design, before

BEFORE

using our tiling process to cover them in the white porcelain

AFTER

tiles.

“You envisioned exactly what Anthea wanted to
create with this exhibition and helped us to
achieve it, and for this reason we are truly thankful
for everything your team as done with us.”
TATE BRITAIN
10
BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

AFTER
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SOMERSET HOUSE: WEST & EAST WING
Budget: £19K

REQUIRMENTS:
n Decorating
AFTER

n Light/Electrical Fittings

AFTER

WHAT DID SOMERSET HOUSE
REQUIRE:

WHAT DID DIRECT PAINTING
GROUP DO?

Somerset House is a neoclassical building

From the beginning of the project, Direct

situated on the south side of the strand in central

Painting Group erected protective covering for

London. It was required, that both the East &

all floor & furniture in the two given wings.

West wings of the remarkable building was to

This was followed by our systematic &

be renovated. It was required that the walls,

extensive preparation work which is underwent

ceilings & woodwork was to be painted.

within every project in order to ensure a smooth

Alongside this, all radiators in the wings were

& seamless finish to all decorative surfaces.

to be re-decorated.

This included:

AFTER
AFTER

Direct Painting Group were awarded the project
as part of a continual & ongoing relationship
with Somerset House. It was proposed &
agreed that the project would be completed
within the budget and time schedule necessary
to minimise disruption.

AFTER

I.

Sanding & Filling all walls and ceiling
areas before applying an undercoat.

II. In preparation for the decoration of
woodwork, the areas were sanded, filled
& primed, ensuring the seamless finish
we always achieve

Once the decorative preparation work was
complete, we then began the physical painting of
the areas. Applied, was three coats of paintallowing us to create a decorative finish which
will stand strong against time.

12

AFTER

AFTER
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It was also required that new hanging lights
would be fitted in all the decorated rooms in both
the East & West wing in Somerset House. This
required both a handyman & electrician from our
team to carry out the fittings.
Once the lights & fittings had been put in place &
safety tests were carried out, our decorators
returned to touch up the areas around the light
fittings to ensure that we achieved our usual highquality finish.
Prior to leaving all materials & tools were
removed and the decorated areas were cleaned,
ready for use.

BELGRAVE PROPERTY REFURBISHMENT
Budget: £120K

REQUIRMENTS:

WHAT WERE OUR CLIENT’S
REQUIRMENTS:

n Loft conversion
n Rewiring & Gutting
n Renovating the flooring throughout
n Re-Decoration of property
n Installation of new staircase
n New Kitchen
n Fully Plastered walls & ceiling
n Cupboard Joinery
n Applying a fresh render to the exterior

of property

The owners of this beautiful Belgrave home
aimed to renovate this newly-purchased
investment which at the time was a run-down
property. It was important to them that they
found a company which could manage the
entire renovation, whilst achieving a modern
design within both their time-frame & budget.
The couple tasked Direct Painting Group of
completely updating the exterior of the
property, whilst also transforming the home’s
interior.

It was agreed by the client that to complete the
external render to the property that
scaffolding would be erected- at this same
period in time- windows were also decorated
to minimise costs in any instance possible.

Due to the scale of works required and the cost
to the clients, the decision was made that the
costs were to be spread over instalments.

DIRECT PAINTING GROUP
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WHAT DID DIRECT PAINTING
GROUP DO:

Direct Painting Group managed the entire

In completing the exterior render to this property, a

renovation project, completing the works within

white monocouche render was applied. In

the established 5 month time-frame & budget,

providing this, we were able to restore the

whilst providing our client with a beautiful, stylish

property’s true character an beauty.
BEFORE

new interior, including kitchen, bathroom &
dining area.

BEFORE

The final phase of completing the renovations was
the painting & decorating, which included painting

In fitting both the bathroom & kitchen in this

of all areas in the newly refurbished home. This was

property, it was important for us to establish

carried out in our standard fashion, of protecting &

exactly what type of design the home-owners

preparing all surfaces prior to undercoating and

wanted to achieve & what design-solutions would

applying two-top-coats to all given areas.

be best suited in unlocking the available space in
the property. Once determined, we sourced &

BEFORE

BEFORE

fitted the kitchen and bathroom, before our tilers

AFTER

carried out wall & floor tiling in the bathroom and
created a stunning backsplash in the kitchen.

“Rocco and his team did a great job from start to finish they were completely
flawless. Rocco made regular visits before and during the works, checking we were
happy and giving us updates on where they were along the plan. All our emails were
replied to very quickly & the whole Direct Painting Group team were always on-hand
& happy to help.

AFTER

Although, in the past we’ve not had the best experience with tradesman, however
finally we’ve found a team who are honest professionals & put their customer's
satisfaction before all else.”

HOME OWENERS, BELGRAVE PROPERTY

AFTER
16
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VEENO WINE BAR: FIT-OUT
Budget: £228K

REQUIRMENTS:
n Decoration
n Carpentry
n Electrical Fitters

WHAT DID VEENO’S WINE BAR
REQUIRE?
Veeno’s wine bar is an Italian Wine Café in the
UK serving our family produced Sicilian wines &
authentic Italian spuntini. A vastly expanding
company, who were set to open a new branch in
St.Pauls, London.
Direct Painting Group were awarded the tender to
completely fit-out the new branch, which included
laying flooring, having our carpenters create the bar
structure, tiling & fitting the bathrooms as well as
decorating the entire restaurant. Also, in order to
maintain Veeno’s brand identity throughout the
branch, it was also required that the wooden both
structures were hand built and installed in the bar.

managing & ensuing quality-control of all
different functioning tradesman.

The building required teams of carpenters, electricians,
decorators & tilers in order to create the stunning
finish. In time for the planned open-date, there was a
4 month time-frame established by the owner, which
Direct Painting Group worked with in order to ensure
the bar was ready for customers in time. In
completion of the required time schedule, it was
required that management teams in place,

Once planning & preparation was complete, we

movement without cracking, and provides the

began working with fitting all secured-down

client with a 15-year guarantee. It also contains

furniture as well as plasterboarding the walls, in

and active fungistatic system that prevents

preparation for decorating.

the growth of mould and algae on the surface,
helping to keep the building looking clean.

WHAT DID DIRECT PAINTING
GROUP DO?

In erecting both the handmade bar & booth areas

To begin it was important in drawing-up a

for customers, our carpenters began by measuring

schedule of works, establishing realistic timeframes for areas of works to be completed
within before beginning the physical work.

All electrical fittings & lights involved wiring

the areas, before measuring and forming the sides

by our electricians. This also included fitting

of the elements, before finally fitting the side panels

air-conditioning units in the branch. To

and securing down. In forming the bar, this was

maintain the sleek, stylish look of the bar, the

followed by fitting the top-base, and finishing with

majority of electric fittings were to skylights.

polyurethane for added protection.
DIRECT PAINTING GROUP
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In fitting the bathrooms, we worked directly with the

Decoration works were carried out in the final

branch owner, establishing which designs would be best

instance, with our extensive preparation being

suited to the store’s overall design & once established

carried out, in filling & sanding the given

we sourced these products. Our expert bathroom fitters

areas before applying two coats of paint,

fitted all sinks & toilets, before our plumbers came to

corresponding to the Veeno brand.

“Thank you for everything! You have truly
captured our brand’s identity & have allowed
us to present this through our store.

install all the requested items.
It was decided that the floor would be tiled & the walls,
ceilings & woodwork would be painted in the same
colours as that of the restaurants interior.

Both the management & employee teams
which have carried out our store’s
refurbishment have been helpful, & mindful of
our strict time schedule in allowing us to relaunch our store as soon as possible.

AFTER

AFTER

Finally, we have a workplace which we are
justifiably proud of & truly represents
everything about Veeno’s.
A great job well done! "
VEENO WINE BAR, LONDON

AFTER

AFTER
BEFORE
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6-BEDROOM KINGSTON
PROPERTY REFURBISHMENT

Budget: £230K

REQUIRMENTS:
n Complete Re-Decoration
n Full-Bathroom Installation
n Full-Kitchen Refurbishment
n Swimming-Pool Tiling
n Marble Fabrication & Installation
n Light-Fittings in the interior & exterior

of Property
n Removal of tiles
n Removal of originally fitted appliances
n Removal of original carpeted flooring
n Removal & Replacing of windows

WHAT DID VEENO’S WINE BAR
REQUIRE?

Works, allowing for the completion of works
within the established time-frame.

phases of works & designate each team of
workers to their given sections of works.

To their given sections of the property, as
well as ensuring product were sourced &
ordered as quickly as possible to allow for

The Homeowners of this stunning 6-bedroom
property based in Kingston required their property
to be renovated within a 4-month period, with
plans of renting the property in the coming
summer. In achieving the desired transformation
within the given time-frame, it was confirmed
during the consultation period, that a management
team would be in place to direct & control all

Also, in the initial phase of the project, it was
decided that scaffolding would be erected at the
front & back of the property providing necessary
access to the property for the re-decoration to
take place, as well as the replacing of the
windows. In achieving the desired finish, whilst
remaining within the time-frame & budget it was
important for different tradesman to be working
simultaneously. This was made possible by the
given size of the property, which allowed our
management team to break-down works into

their arrival & installation.

WHAT DID DIRECT PAINTING
GROUP DO?

Once the initial planning & preparation was
complete, we then proceeded to the second phase

During the initial consultation phase, as well as

of completing the physical works. Given the

establishing design ideas & time-frames, site-

structured plan, this allowed for all appliances &

management completed necessary planning

products in the bathroom & kitchen to be fitted at

works, in which tradesman would be assigned

the same time.
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Once the appliances in the kitchen & the bathroom area

Over the years of Direct Painting Group’s growth,

was completed fitted-out with the bath, shower, toilet &

we have formed partnerships with other trades we

sink, this allowed for the tiling team to enter &

trust & these works were contracted to who carried

complete the tiling in both the given areas. For the

out the window fitting in both the established time-

countertops in the kitchen area, based on the design-

frame & budget.

preferences of the property-owners it was necessary
that stone fabricators crafted the tops ready for

Once all other tradesman had completed their

installation.

section of works & areas were cleaned, they were
ready for the final phase of decoration. To begin, all

Once tilers had completed tiling in these given sections,
they proceeded to the tiling of the swimming pool area.
During the initial phase of consultation, it was decided
by the property owners that deep sea blue stone tiles
would be used to tile the pool & jacuzzi area.
The marble flooring used throughout the property was
then ready to be installed, prior to this the existing tiles
were removed & the flooring areas were cleaned & the
floor was levelled before measuring, cutting & fitting
the tiles. For the marble flooring in the swimming-pool
area, since health & safety was a must for the homeowners we advised & were given the go-ahead to
install anti-slip flooring.

AFTER

furniture, appliances & flooring was completed
covered with protective sheeting, before our
decorators prepared the decorative surfaces by
sanding, filling walls & ceilings, as well as sanding,
filling & priming woodwork areas of the property’s
interior. Once planning & preparation was
completed, our painting team undercoated & applied
two coats of paint to the given decorative surfaces.
AFTER

External Decoration was completed at the same time
as the property’s interior, whereby we employed a
similar process, of preparing the decorative surfaces,

AFTER

before applying an undercoat and two top-coats of
weather-shield paint.

“Amazing! What a transformation Rocco & his team has done. Finally, we have our
own stamp on our home. Direct Painting Group were helpful, cautious of making sure
we were informed & comfortable with both the style & finish of the our home,
throughout the whole renovation.

AFTER

AFTER

We are thankful to the whole team who worked with us & we can’t be happier with
the finish which has been achieved”
HOME OWENERS, KINGSTON PROPERTY

DIRECT PAINTING GROUP
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AFTER

AFTER
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RAINMKER OFFICE: LONDON

Budget: £8K

REQUIRMENTS:
n Complete Re-Decoration of office

interior
n Kitchen splashback

WHAT DID THE RAINMAKER OFFICE
REQUIRE?

Rainmaker Office is a company which combines
data, insight & smart proactive outreach to allow
business to connect with potential clients. They
required renovations completed in the interior of
their offices, this included painting the walls,
ceiling & woodwork in the office rooms, kitchen

We ensured that during the period of consultation

In ensuring that we completed the works within

area, stairwell & bathrooms.

which we provided for Rainmaker that all design

the established time-frame we assigned our tiling

ideas were clearly established & this allowed for us

team to the kitchen area to complete the kitchen

to assign our expert decorators to their given

tiling, whilst our decorators simultaneously

In completing the required tiling works, the

sections prior to the start of works.

worked in alternative sections of the office.

existing tiles in the kitchen were removed & the

Direct Painting Group were awarded this project &
were tasked with completing the works within the

WHAT DID DIRECT PAINTING GROUP DO:

area was cleaned & levelled out. Once this

weekend & following bank holiday, to allow for a
quick turnaround & for their members of staff to be

As well as the interior renovations, Rainmaker

preparation was complete, we then applied a layer

able to get back to work as soon as possible. In

required re-tiling of an out-dated splashback which

of adhesive prior to laying the tiles. Once dried,

completing the works within the given time frame,

they had in place.

the tiled backsplash was then grouted.

preparation was key.

DIRECT PAINTING GROUP
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WHAT DID DIRECT PAINTING GROUP DO:

Once the initial planning & preparation was
complete, we proceeded to the initial phase of
decorating which included protecting all furniture
and flooring inside the establishment.

Once this was complete we prepared the
decorative surfaces by sanding & filling the walls
and ceiling, as well as priming the woodwork
AFTER

AFTER

areas which ensures that we achieve the smooth &
seamless finish which our clients are accustomed
to.
This allowed us to swiftly move the third & final
phase of our decorating process which included
applying a single undercoat before applying two
finishing top-coats which gave the high-quality
finish which we achieved with this project.

AFTER

Direct Painting Group both managed & crafted the tiles and

AFTER

boxes for the exhibition in 2 weeks, allowing the ‘Squash’ to be
fully erected in time for it’s premiere date.

“What a fantastic job you’ve all done! Rocco made
sure that all the work was completed to both a highstandard & they were happy to work on weekends
which was a sensitive issue for us in terms of
avoiding disruption to our office.”

AFTER

To begin forming the exhibition’s design, all areas were
BEFORE

AFTER

RAINMAKER CONSULTING

measured, before applying latex to the area which required
tiling in order to ensure that we achieved a flawless
finish. The tiles our team used were donated to the Tate
Britain for Anthea’s exhibition. To complete the tiles
simplistic, yet intricate design, our tilers carried out precise
grouting and applied sealant to the tiles to complete this
extraordinary project. In forming the tiled boxes, a woodenstructure was used to erect the basic shape & design, before
using our tiling process to cover them in the white porcelain

10
BEFORE

tiles.
AFTER

AFTER

AFTER

AFTER
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HEALTH AND SAFETY

At Direct Painting Group we take health and

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

safety seriously. We adopt an approach of risk
minimisation & management in order to create
a positive safety culture.
The Direct Painting Group are also aware that
We use a systematic approach with each project
we undertake. Through taking a consideration of
the related hazards & risks with each job, we take
a deep look at how these can be managed. We use
a written Health & Safety policy, as well as
establishing all possible risks included in each
individual project before establishing ways to
eradicate them.

our activities have an impact on the
environment. Our approach is to consider the
locality in which we are working and minimise
the impact that we have on the environment
from our activities. This will include
considering where we source our materials, and
what we use; minimising the amount of waste
that we generate through the way that we work;
and preventing pollution arising from our work
activities.

A positive safety culture is also a priority for
Direct Painting Group. This includes ensuring
our team understand their value within our group
& that our safety values are established and
maintained by all employees when on-site. Along
with safety training & ensuring that all the tools
which are required are used in a safe manner. We
make it our duty to put the health, safety &
welfare of anyone coming into contact with our

To ensure that we maintain a responsible
approach to the environment all employees
are aware of their need to work in a way that
respects the locality in which they work. Our
Project Manager is also responsible for
ensuring that all matters relating to the
environment are managed carefully.

business first.

22
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